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What attracted you to apply for Aspire funding?
What attracted me most to apply for Aspire funding was the need to get certification in
Humanitarian Supply Chain Management. Since I had necessary experience which lacked
international recognition and my current financial status could not allow me to fund the course
What course did you apply for and why?
I qualified to apply for Humanitarian Supply Chain Management. I have necessary experience from
Military Logistics and I have passion working with humanitarian organizations having worked with
CARE International as a District Famine Relief Coordinator in Samburu District of Kenya
What proved the biggest challenge during your studies?
The biggest challenge I faced in studying this course is adapting to the new learning method. Which I
had to adapt to as time passed by and found it very relevant and effective at the end
What’s been the most rewarding aspect of the course?
The most rewarding aspect of the course is achievement I have attained. Now am competent in
logistics strategic and tactical planning, supply chain planning and management. I can get things
done differently through people working together
Is there anything that surprised you about course?
Yes! The course is based on true case scenarios and very easy to follow if you use the course reading
materials guidelines as directed. No short cuts of copy and paste because it will not add up!. Tutors
are very helpful and understandingly strict! Though are no direct answers to questions you need to
convince the coach!
What new skills have you acquired as a result of the training?
I have acquired modern skills in logistics strategic and tactical planning and management, Supply
Chain planning and Management
How did you find the experience
The experience of this course is very realistic as it involves alleviating human suffering and based on
saving lives. The speed of meeting beneficiary correct needs is of essences. This means the Supply
chain has to be efficient and effective from the supplier to beneficiary locations
Is there anything else you would like to comment about your Aspire experience?
Yes! I would like to comment Aspire for this noble idea of offering scholarships to those aspiring to
advance their knowledge in the field humanitarian aid. As knowledge is power! This will enable
people to serve and safe humanity as new ideas are always scarce! And come at a price!
What advice would you give anyone considering applying for Aspire funding?
Those qualified to apply for Aspire funding should know that these scholarships are competitive and
Aspire will give you the award without any discrimination of any kind. And Aspire sponsors
particular courses in humanitarian aid

